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DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND TESTING OF RF STRUCTURES FOR A PROTON LINEAR ACCELERATOR* 

E. A. Knapp 
University of California, Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory, 

Los Alamos, New Mexico 

The factors influencing the choice of a RF 
accelerating structure for acceleration of protons 
to high energies in a high-current proton linac 
are reviewed. Characteristics of resonant period- 
ic cavity chains are described, and the properties 
of two modes of operation, the r-mode and the r/2- 
mode, are discussed. The cloverleaf cavity chain, 
suitable for use in the n--mode, and four possible 
configurations suitable for use in the r/2-mode 
are described. A new accelerator coupling scheme 
usable in r/2-mode tank operation is also dis- 
cussed. Studies of possible fabrication tech- 
niques, and the results of a fabricational progrsm 
utilizing machined forgings to produce a clover- 
leaf chain are described. Sparking and electron 
acceleration tests are also briefly mentioned. 

Introduction 

Any RF particle accelerator requires an elec- 
tromagnetic wave traveling with the velocity of 
the particle and interacting with it to provide 
the acceleration desired. In a linear accelerator 
this wave is arranged to travel along a particle's 
straight line trajectory and to interact almost 
continuously during the passage of the particle 
through the machine. Several possible methods 
exist for generating this traveling wave. In a 
proton accelerator operating at relatively low 
energy, the standard approach has been to build a 
resonant tsnk loaded with drift tubes which shield 
the protons from the electric field during field 
reversal, thereby generating an electric field 
which has a strong traveling component in the di- 
rection of the particle's motion. The technology 
for designing and building structures of this type 
is well documented and requires no further discus- 
sion. However, as the particle velocity increases, 
the efficiency of structures of this type for 
transforming electrical power into particle energy 
drops rapidly and above proton energies of approxi- 
mately 200 Mev other methods of generating the in- 
teracting wave must be found. 

A conventional electron linear accelerator 
provides a traveling electromsgnetic wave at high 
velocity (v w c) very efficiently by utilizing a 
cylindrical waveguide loaded with irises to slow 
the phase velocity of the traveling wave down to 
the desired value. In principle, this method 
could be used to provide the slow waves necessary 
to accelerate protons from 200 Mev to higher ener- 
gies. However, in practice slowing the wave to 
v =1/./3 c requires very heavy loading, so that the 
structure is not efficient, and control problems 
become acute with a traveling wave structure in 
the presence of beam loading. 

iwork performed under the auspices of the U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission. 

Another possibility is to operate the loaded 
waveguide in a standing wave rather than traveling 
wave mode. This alleviates the control problems 
present in the traveling wave mode of operation, 
but decreases the efficiency of the structure even 
further. However, operation of a periodic or mul- 
tiply periodic structure in a resonant modechanges 

. . many of the design criteria, and by sultable de- 
sign the efficiency of a structure of this type 
msy be made very attractive. This report discuss- 
es the design, fabrication, and testing of period- 
ic structures suitable for use in a high-current 
proton t 
mode.l- 

inear accelerator, excited in a resonant 

Among the considerations which must be 
weighed in developing structures suitable for this 
use are: 

1) Controlability of electric field levels 
and phases, and thus acceleration rate and psrti- 
cle motions; 

2) Efficiency in transferring RF power into 
particle energy; 

3) Freedom from electrical breakdown prob- 
lems within the cavities; 

4) Mechanical tolerance requirements to ob- 
tain the required performance; 

5) Cost for fabricating these cavities in 
large numbers. 

At Los Alsmos we have investigated these factors 
by a model program, theoretical analyses of the 
behavior of a chain of coupled resonators, a fab- 
ricational program to study possible fabrication 
techniques suitable for the production of many of 
these cavities, and a testing program which is in- 
vestigating some of the problems of beam interac- 
tion with the cavities and the high-voltage break- 
down of the cavities operating under power. 

Design of the cavities has been simplified 
sanewhat by a result of the beam dsmsmics studies 
done at LASL, which indicates that-for reasonable 
long tanks ('20 Sh in this case) it is not neces- 
sary to change the phase velocity of the traveling 
component of the electromagnetic wave. Instead, a 
constant velocity is allowable over this distance. 
This stepped phase velocity linac then has resonant 
tanks which may change from tank to tank down the 
linac, but which are truly periodic within each 
tank. 

In a periodic chain of coupled resonators 
there are N modes which msy be excited if the 
resonant tank is composed of N cells. Two of 
these modes, those characterized by a r-radian 
phase change across a cell boundary and a T/2-phsse 
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change across a cell boundary, look promising for 
our purpose. These two modes will be discussed 
separately, with possible geometries suitable for 
each, and the properties of each mode. 

~-Mode Structures 

T'ne conventional chaise of operating resonant 
mode for a periodic chain of cavities is the K- 
mode, where alternate cavities have the electric 
field directed in opposite directions at any in- 
stant in time. Figure 1 illustrates this mode in 
a periodically loaded waveguide. Energy coupling 
in this case is through the axial hole between 
cavities. r-mode structures which have been con- 
sidered ma modeled at LA% include: 

a) Iris-loaded waveguide operating in a 
standing wave mode;? 

b) A ventilated or slotted iris waveguide; 6 

1,2,7 c) The cloverleaf accelerator structure; 

d) The crossed-bar structure.1'a 

To choose a suitable candidate for intensive study 
from among these structures requires an analysis 
of the factors affecting the electrical operation 
of a chain of resonators such as these. An equiv- 
alent circuit theory has been formulated which 
correctly predicts: 

a) The mode spectrum and eigenfunctions for 
a chain of resonators such as the above; 

b) The sensitivity of the cavity chains to 
frequency errors in individual cells; 

c) The effects of resonance or near reso- 
nance in the coupling mechanism between cavities; 

a) Power-flow effects in finite cavity 
chains; 

e) The transient response of a cavity chain 
to RF drive. 

Some of the results of this analysis will be given 
here, but no systematic development of the results 
will be shown."p4 

The equivalent circuits chosen are the sim- 
plest imaginable for the chain of resonators in 
question, and are shown in Fig. Za and b. In Fig. 
2a an equivalent circuit is shown which would de- 
scribe a chain of coupled cavities where the cou- 
pling elements (slots, holes, etc.) are non-reso- 
nant in character, or whose resonant frequencies 
are sufficiently far removed from the operating 
frequency to not affect the characteristics of the 
chain. In Fig. Zb circuits with frequencycul al- 
ternate with circuits of frequency We, chsracter- 
izing a chain where the coupling slots or holes 
have a resonance near the operating frequency. 
Typically ifcuz is within 5C$ ofcul, the analysis 
must be done with the circuit of Fig. 2b to yield 
meaningful results. The equations derived from 

the equivalent circuits refer to the resonant fre- 
quencies, the resonance widths, field amplitudes 
and phases, and the coupling strength--quantities 
which msy easily be measured in cavity chains at 
these frequencies. A rather complete description 
of the circuit equations, the eigenfunctions and 
eigenvalues for the chain of coupled resonators, 
an expression for the phase shift other than TT re- 
quired to transmit power down the system, and per- 
turbation expressions describing the sensitivity 
of field level to individual cell detuning is 
found in Refs. 2 and 4. One conclusion that may 
be drawn from these results is that optimum elec- 
trical behavior results from maximum energy cou- 
pling from cell to cell in the chain, or maximum 
mode separation near the r-mode. Maximizing this 
coupling insures minimum phase changes in the cav- 
ity chain due to beam loading, and minimum sensi- 
tivity of field levels to tuning errors in indivi- 
dual resonant cells in the chain. 

The cloverleaf cavity configuration listed 
above seems to best fulfill the requirements of 
optimum mode spacing near r-mode ana accelerating 
efficiency, and has been studied most extensively 
at Los Alamos. Figure 3 shows a cutaway model of 
a cloverleaf cavity, modified from the original 
geometry as suggested in Ref. 7 to optimize its 
efficiency as a resonant accelerator element. 
Radial msgnetic field lines are generated in the 
TM010 mode of a cylindrical resonator by deforming 
the walls into a cloverleaf shape, hence the name 
cloverleaf. Capacitive loading is added nesr the 
axis to increase the transit time factor and ae- 

crease the over&.1 size of the cavity. Energy is 
transmitted from cavity to cavity through 8 radial 
slots cut in the septum wall between the adjacent 
cavities. The resonant character of the slots and 
a rotation of lobes in the adjacent cavities of 
45' gives sn asymmetric forward wave dispersion 
curve 8s shown in Fig. 4. The points on this 
curve are taken from a 21-cell model made of sheet 
metal brazed together with an electric torch, 
after the electric field had been flattened to 
less than 1% variation. This model is shown in 
Fig. 5. The solid curve in Fig. 4 is a 3-param- 
eter fit to the dispersion relation 

((u'-(~,~)(u?-ul~~) = U4K' co& 

where wl is the cell-resonant frequency, w;i is the 
slot resonant frequency, and K is a coupling pa- 
rameter. This expression is derived from the 
equivalent circuit analysis, using the circuits 
shown in Fig. 2b. Other predictions of the equiv- 
alent circuit analysis such as the sensitivity of 
field levels to tuning errors, and the phase shift 
other than r from cell to cell due to finite Q 
effects have been investigated and shown to be 
correct. The asymmetry shown in Fig. 3 gives a 
large mode separation near n--mode, and thus mini- 
mizes the tuning and phase shift problems mentiad 
above. This asymmetry is produced by the proxim- 
ity of w2 to ~01, e.g., the slots are near reso- 
nance. No other T-mode structures we have investi- 
gated show properties nearly as good as the ones 
observed in these cloverleaf models. Measurements 
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on a variety of models yield the shunt impedance 
vs energy curve shown in Fig. 6. A more detailed 
treatment of the cloverleaf is given in Refs. 2 
and 4. 

Resonant Coupled Structures 

Pi-mode operation means by definition opera- 
tion at a maxima or minima of the dispersion 
curve, where mode spacing is small and the group 
velocity is zero. This operating point has maxi- 
mum sensitivity to frequency errors in the cells 
of the chain, and may have large phase shifts 
other than r from cell to cell due to power flow 
requirements. Operation at the center of the dis- 
persion curve (Tr/;r-mode) would alleviate many of 
these problems but would, if the structure were 
not altered, reduce the shunt impedance by ap- 
proximately a factor of two. A scheme for avoid- 
ing the shunt impedance reduction while still re- 
taining the r/2-mode operation was proposed2 by 
this group at the MURA Linac Converence last sum- 
mer and has been studied extensively since. 

The properties of the resonant v/&mode are 
unique in that in a chain of identical resonators 
every other cell stores no energy other than that 
required to transmit power to make up copper and 
beam losses. Identical in this context means 
resonant at the same frequency and nothing else. 
Thus, every other cell may be of a completely 
different shape, and so long as it resonates at 
the same frequency as the "full" or accelerating 
cell the chain will behave in the r/2 mode proper- 
ly. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 7 which shows a 
loaded waveguide operating in the T/L? standing 
wave mode, a modification of the loaded waveguide 
to increase the shunt impedance while still re- 
taining .rr/2 mode operation, and an even further 
modification where the coupling cavity has been 
completely removed from the beam line and placed 
off to one side. This displacement of the cou- 
pling cavity yields maximum shunt impedance for a 
given cavity geometry. 

Several cavity geometries have been investi- 
gated which use this principle to gain high shunt 
impedance with operation in the r/d standing wave 
mode. Figure 8 shows cutaway views of 4 models 
we have constructed which operate in this mode. 
The models of Figs. 8a and 8b have the coupling 
cavity in line with the accelerating cavity. 
While the geometry of Fig. 8a does exhibit rea- 
sonable shunt impedance and electrical proper- 
ties, two drawbacks present themselves which tend 
to discourage this particular geometry compared 
to other possibilities. These drawbacks are: a) 
the excessive dimensional tolerance requirements 
on the short cavity to achieve adequate frequency 
tolerances for reasonable operation; b) the pos- 
sibility of beam interaction with the short cavi- 
ty. Figure 8b shows a cavity chain where the 
cavity mode in the coupling cavity has been al- 
tered so that any possible beam interaction has 
been removed. Models of this geometry have also 
been constructed. Good shunt impedance values 

can be obtained with this system, and behavior is 
as expected with a r/2-mode system. Very tight 
dimensional tolerance requirements are required in 
the gap of the coupling cell to hold the frequency 
of the coupling cavity correct in this geometry. 

Figure 8c shows a cavity chain utilizing iris 
coupling to a coupling cavity located to one side 
of the beam line. Some advantages of this design 
are: a) low dimensional tolerance requirements on 
the coupling cavity for adequate frequency toler- 
ance; b) simple geometry; c) maximum shunt imped- 
ance, for the coupling cavity is completely re- 
moved fram the beam line. 
celerating cells, 

A 47-cell model (24 ac- 
23 coupling cells) has been con- 

structed with this geometry and the electrical 
properties investigated. Shunt impedance values 
in excess of 30 bO/rn at B = 0.58 have been observed 
in models of this type, with w 3$ bandwidths, gap/ 
cell length = 0.5, hole diameter = 1.5", and f = 
805 MC/sect. 

Figure 8d shows a cavity chain utilizing loop 
coupling into a side cavity. The side cavity is a 
shorted parallel plate transmission line whose 
length is set to yield the correct resonant fre- 
quency. This system has proven highly successful, 
showing bandwidths greater than 10% with shunt im- 
pedance values of w- 25 MO/m at S i’wo.68, g/e = 0.5, 
f = 805 Mc/sec, and dH = 1.5". The one obvious 
drawback to this structure is the complexity of 
fabrication required. 

The electrical behavior of these systems has 
been investigated experimentally and also by using 
the equiv 

"t 
ent 

viously.l- 
circuit formulation described pre- 

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 
2s is adequate for sn excellent representation of 
the properties of the system. The mesh equations 

In=jl "on2 joon -7 +- 
CDL w& I in + k(i 2 n+l+in-l) (l) 

yield eigenfunctions 

in’(t) = cos ( ILg) e 
aqt 

with eigenvalues 

2 
L: 

0 

wq = 1 + k"cos F 

describing the dispersion curve. 

Perturbation theory may be applied to the 
mesh equations, yielding the sensitivity of the 
fields to perturbations in cavity frequencies, 
aOn, coupling constant K,, etc. 
we find 

For the ?i./;i mode 

6i N/2 

.* = - + 1 zr 9 sin 5 n sin !$Z (2) 

?.=l F- 
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where zr is the Fourier transform of the cell fre- 
quency errors won -2 = u) -2 (l-en). A similar ex- 
pression exists for co&ing constant errors. An 
interesting feature of Eq. (2) is that it predicts 
field amplitudes in the accelerating cells to be 
independent of frequency errors in the cavity 
chain (n even). Frequency errors nay cause a re- 
duction in shunt impedance by causing larger field 
values in the coupling cells, as shown in Eq. (2) 
(n odd). The circuit equations (1) have also been 
solved numerically on a digital computer with 
errors in coupling cell resonant frequency, accel- 
erating cell resonant frequency, and coupling con- 
StSIlt for various ratios Of Qpoqling cavit 

&accelerating cavity. Table I summarizes t K 
t0 

ese 
numerical results for a typical case. 

Accelerating cell errors mainly affect the 
tank effective Q by introducing field into the 
coupling cells; coupling cell errors introduce 
phase errors into main cell fields, end coupling 
constant errors induce tank tilt. These toler- 
ances are extremely loose compared to those for 
T-mode structure operation. Less than 80-kc cell- 
to-cell frequency variations should be attainable 
without requiring excessively tight machining 
tolerances on individual cavities. Beam loading 
does not induce phase errors in T/&mode opera- 
tion, it only increases coupling cell fields 
slightly. 

The predictions of the equivalent circuit 
theory as to tolerance requirements, mode spec- 
trum, cell-to-cell field distributions, phase 
shifts, and so on have been investigated in the 
models described and have been found to correctly 
describe the electrical operation of the system. 
A more detailed account of our studies of T/2-mode 
structures is given in Paper BB-14 by Potter, 
Knapp, Knapp, and Lucas (this conference). 

Recently mesh calculations have been made at 
this Laboratory which allow calculation of the 
efficiency and Q of an arbitrarily shaped cavity 
with cylindrical symmetry (see Paper BB-12, H. C. 
Hoyt, this conference). These calculations msy be 
used to optimize cavity shape for the cavity 
chains shown in Fig. 8, insofar as the coupling 
slots or holes do not appreciably alter the field 
distributions within the cavities. Figure 9 shows 
a pair of cavity geometries whose shunt impedance 
and Q have been calculated in this manner. Shap- 
ing the outer wall of the cavity adds l@b to the 
shunt impedance for this case. Using this compu- 
tational approach we will optimize the shunt im- 
pedance of individual cavities in the chain. 

Resonant Coupling with Multiple Drive 

The possibility of operating at the center of 
the dispersion curve where the group velocity is 
maximum also makes possible another innovation 
which could relax the tolerances on the RF drive 
system. If the whole of the accelerator tank is 
connected together as one long resonator, and 
modes adjacent to the n/;! mode supressed by loca- 
ting the drives at the correct points along the 
length of the tank, then the phase and amplitude 

in any tank are controlled by many drives, and 
drive tolerances are reduced. Figure 10 shows a 
schematic representation of the proposed system. 
The gaps between accelerator tanks necessary for 
quadrupole focusing magnets and valves are bridged 
by resonant coupling cavities. This effectively 
ties the whole accelerator together as one long 
cavity chain. By adjusting the couplings in and 
out of the bridge cavity it is possible to adjust 
the relative amplitudes of the fields in adjacent 
tanks. By adjusting the drive power and bridge 
couplings, any desired field level can be sus- 
tained in a tank regardless of the shunt imped- 
ance variations down the length of the accelerator. 

Numerical calculations have been performed on 
a system of 45 resonantly coupled 165-cell tanks, 
45 drives periodically spaced along the length of 
the tanks, where the tanks have Qacc. cell = 
c10,000, Qc = 10,000, k = 0.04. There are 7469 
cells in the system. Errors were programmed in 
cell frequencies, coupling constant, and drive 
phase and amplitude. Both these numerical calcu- 
lations and analytic solutions indicate phase and 
amplitude tolerances may be reduced approximately 
a factor of 5. For a 2O phase 2% amplitude re- 
quirement, loo and 16 are adequate for the smpli- 
fier phase and voltage drive, or 10' in phase and 
2% in amplifier power. These tolerances are very 
easy to achieve and could simplify the accelerator 
greatly. Figure 10 shows computer output for +lO" 
maximum phase error, Lc-1% maximum drive voltsge 
error, and the listed errors in frequencies. Each 
tank is tuned to the correct frequency separately 
in the calculation. More detailed treatment of 
this proposal is found in Paper F-10 (Knapp, Knapp, 
Lucas, Nsgle, Potter) of this conference. 

Fabrication of Waveguide Tanks 

If the cloverleaf or other complex structure 
is to be usable as sn accelerator structure, its 
cost must be reasonable. Both the cloverleaf and 
resonant coupled structures have a decided advan- 
tage over many waveguide structures in that they 
exe relatively insensitive to errors in the fre- 
quency of individual cells. This fact made it 
possible to construct the 21-cell cloverleaf model 
shown in Fig. 5 by forming the walls over simple 
wooden dies and welding the assembly together. 
Tolerances of about 0.005" seem adequate for the 
cloverleaf cavities for all dimensions except the 
gap between drift tubes, which should be held to 
- 0.001". These dimensions should make final tun- 
ing relatively simple. 

After investigating a large number of possi- 
ble fabricational techniques and discussing the 
materials problems with a number of possible sup- 
pliers, a method of production which appeared to 
be the most economical was decided upon. First, 
solid OFHC copper construction with silver brazed 
joints was chosen for reasons of electrical con- 
ductivity and vacuum integrity. The approximate 
cloverleaf shape was produced by making OFHC 
copper forgings whose dimensions required approxi- 
mately 0.1 inch of copper to be removed to arrive 
at the design dimension. These have been produced 
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very economically by standard forging techniques. 
A photograph of a forging is shown in Fig. 11. 
Tine forging is of two half cells with the septum 
separating the cells in the center of the forging. 
The void behind the wall indentation is used as 
the water-cooling passage in the final cavity. 
These forgings are then machined to the required 
tolerances using a series of machining operations 
which include lathe work around the drift tube 
and tracer-mill work on the outside wall. The 
finished machined pert is shown in Fig. 1'. 
These parts are then assembled with a silver- 
brazing alloy in the joint at the center of each 
cell end brazed in a hydrogen atmosphere. so far 
a one plus E-half cell model has been made in 
this way and it is very satisfactory. Production 
of a h-cell accelerator tank mock-up is underway 
and should be completed by April 1565. This tank 
will be tuned by deforming the noses inside the 
water passages to change the frequency of indivi- 
dual cells, while field levels will be measured 
using standard perturbation techniques. Fabrica, 
tion of the resonantly coupled structure using 
these techniques should be simpler than the clo- 
verleaf. 

Accelerator Structure Testing 

Sparking Tests 

The one plus Z-half cell model constructed 
using the machined forgings described above has 
been used to investigate RF field breakdown prob- 
lems in the cloverleaf cavity. With the measured 
shunt impedance of this cavity 25 kw of peak RF 
power drives the cavity to design voltage level 
(- 1.2 Mv/m particle energy gain). This cavity 
has been driven up to lOO-kw peak power with no 
sustained sparking observed. Some x-ray emission 
was noted but appears to be associated to some 
degree with surface contamination. (See Paper 
BB-13, Parker, Doss, Freymsn, Knapp, Shlaer - 
this conference.) 

Bean Acceleration Tests 

A chopped electron beam has been passed 
through the ;?l-cell cloverleaf tank shown in Fig. 
5 end the peak electron energ;i gain measured as a 
function of RF drive power. This experiment will 
be described fully in a later paper. (See B-9, 
Brolley, Emigh, Mueller - this conference.) How- 
ever, results indicate no adverse modes sre ex- 
cited by a beam pulse with shape and spacing very 
similar to that anticipated in the linear accel- 
erator. These measurements were taken at approxi- 
mately the analog beam current of the proton case. 
The extension of these measurements to investigate 
beam blow-up phenomena, space-charge effects and 
so on is underwsy. 
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TABLE I 

FREQUEXCY AND COUPIJI!G CONSTAUT TOLERANCES, r/Z MODE 

f = 805 Mc/sec 
- 20 000 

p z 1O'~O 
kc2 0.04’ 

l&-cell tank 
81 accelerating cells 
a0 coupling cells 

Square error distribution, with half-width 6. 

&f Gfcoupling cell 
SK 

cell i?- Q act . eff 
MBX. MBX. 

Tank Tilt Phase Diff. -- 

0 0 0 19,931 1% O0 

80 kc 80 kc 0.1% 19,924 1.5% 0.45O 

2k kc ,240 kc 0.1% 19,902 l-% 0.780 

800 kc 800 kc l.G$ 19,185 10 % 2.21° 

r-MOOE OPERATION OF LDAOEC WAVEGUIDE 
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-- l 
--..-__c - BEAM ___~.~. - .-------.-t 

--vELECTRlC FlELD AT 1*0 b-1 in ‘n.1 
*IL FIELDS REVERSED AT I* TO COUPLED CIRCUITS 

Fig. 1. v-mode operation of a periodic chain 
of cavities. 

a. Equivalent circuit for a non- 
resonantly coupled periodic chain 
of resonators. 

BEAM 
‘.\CHANNEL 

Fig. 3. Cutanay drawing of a cloverleaf cavity 
chain. 

k k 

bl An.1 

COUPLE0 CAVITIES 

COUPLED CAVITIES 
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COUPLED CIRCUITS 

b. Equivalent circuit for a multiply 
periodic c‘laSn of resonant cavities, 
with alter?ting frequencies W 1 
and b2. 011s with WI may 
characterize the accelerating 
cavities, cells With oJ2 the coupling 
cavities or slots. 

123 

Fig. 2. 
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-5. 4. Measured dispersion curve fcr a 21-cell Fig. 5. 2Lcell cloverleaf model built of 
cloverleaf accelerator tank. The solid sheet copper formed over dies and 
line is a ieast squares fit to the three heliarc brazed. 
parameter dispersion relation derived 
from the equivalent circuit theory for 
a multiply periodic cavity chain. 
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Fia. 6. Shunt iyxdnnre vs enerm for the 
clovcrlcaf cavity chain. 
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u/~ MODE OPERATION OF LOADED Wb’EGUIOE 

I’+- 

- J I I4 ---_____ --- 
- - 

I I-l 

v-v- -_------- 
n/-r-- 

Fig. 7. 7//2-mode operation of a loaded wave- 
guide, a modification of a loaded 
waveguide to provide increased shunt 
impedance, and a further modification 
removing the coupling cavity from the 
beam line while retaining f/2-mode 
operation. 
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Fig. 8. a-d. Four models constructed which 
operate in rr’/2-resonant mode. 
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Figuxz 9b. 

Mesh calculation of the shunt impedance 
and Q for a cavity with cylindrical 
symmetry. A cross section of the upper 
left quadrant is shown. The lines 
define surfaces of constant F - rH. 
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Fig. 10. System for a multiple drive of a 
resonantly coupled multitank accelerator 
with tank-to-tank coupling. 
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Fig. 11. Cell amplitude and phase for a 7b69 
cell resonant coupled accelerator tank 
driven at 115 points. Cell frequency 
errors are randon within a square 
distribution 160 kc wide, coupling 
constant errors are random within 
2 O.l;d, and drive amplitu$e and phas+e 
errors are random within - 10% and - 10’. 

Fig. 13. Finished cloverleaf cavity unit. 
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Fig. 12. OFHC copper forging in the cloverleaf 
shape. 


